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Outline

 Introduction
 Overview of the most common copyright questions 

related to audiovisual collections
 Defining your role

What do you [want to] do?
What do you [want to] know?

 Strategies for presentations
 “Parking lot” + Q&A



Disclaimer

The information in this presentation should not be 
considered legal advice. If you have a legal question, you 
should speak with an attorney. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My story:First became interested in copyright as a result of AIME v. UCLAEnrolled in University of Maryland University College’s Certificate in Copyright Management and Leadership Program (offered under the auspices of the Center for Intellectual Property—RIP) while working at McDaniel College. Went on to help the College draft its first-ever set of copyright policiesWorked on a wide range of copyright issues as Media Resources Librarian at the University of MarylandCompleted Harvard Law School/Berkman Center for Internet and Society’s CopyrightX course last SpringRegularly give presentations on copyright to faculty and students at UMD



Common Question #1: Can I 
Show This Film?
 § 110(1)
 Is it in the public domain?
 Do you have public performance rights (PPR)?
 Have you asked the copyright holder for 

permission?
 What do the terms of use say?
 § 110(2) TEACH Act
 § 107 Fair Use

http://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html%23110
http://copyright.cornell.edu/resources/publicdomain.cfm
http://icarusfilms.com/ordering.html
https://www.netflix.com/TermsOfUse
http://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html%23110
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/17/107


Common Question #2: Can I Use 
This in My Film or Project?
 Is it in the public domain?
 What do the terms of use say?

Creative Commons licenses

 Have you asked the copyright holder for 
permission?

 DMCA
Exemptions

 § 107 Fair Use

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/17/1201
https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2012/10/26/2012-26308/exemption-to-prohibition-on-circumvention-of-copyright-protection-systems-for-access-control


Common Question #3: Can I 
Make a Copy of This?
 § 108
 What do the terms of use say?
 Have you asked the copyright holder for 

permission?
 § 107 Fair Use

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/17/108


Parking Lot

“Parking Lot” by Dean Hochman. https://www.flickr.com/photos/deanhochman/11865793525. Used according to the 
terms of a CC BY 2.0 Creative Commons license.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/deanhochman/11865793525
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/


Defining Your Role: Identify 
Partners

Image by Pixabay user ArtsyBee. https://pixabay.com/en/agree-handshake-hands-business-937898. Used 
according to the terms of a CC0 Public Domain Creative Commons license. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples include: legal office, Center for Faculty/Teaching Excellence, campus IT Department, etc.Talk to them about boundaries, pass-offs, etc. The main question = Who does what?Consider differentiating between internal + external customersMarketing + outreach

https://pixabay.com/en/agree-handshake-hands-business-937898
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed.en


Defining Your Role: What Do You 
[Want To] Do?

vs.

“U.S. service station (1950s)” by Bruce Robinson. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Filling_station#/media/File:ServiceStation.jpeg.  Used according to 
the terms of a CC BY-SA 3.0 Creative Commons license. “Hardwick's Swap Shop - University District, Seattle, Washington” by flickr user brewbooks. 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/brewbooks/1574423180. Used according to the terms of a CC BY-SA 2.0 Creative Commons license.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Full-service: important to differentiate between departmental (everyone in your department offers the service) + individual (people in your department refer customers to the expert) services for training + quality-control reasonsDIY: things to consider include:Do any of your services depend on patrons following guidelines/instructions? If so, how will you ensure that they do?If outsourcing decision making to customers is a legal strategy, is it one your legal counsel endorses/is prepared to defend?Somewhere in between: make sure everyone in your department is one the same page re: when a referral is appropriateIn any case: if one of your goals is to educate, are you checking to see if you are succeeding?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Filling_station%23/media/File:ServiceStation.jpeg
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/brewbooks/1574423180
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/


Resources
 Copyright Tools by ALA Office for Information Technology 

Policy
 Public Domain Slider
 Fair Use Evaluator
 Exceptions for Instructors eTool
 Copyright Genie

 Center for Media & Social Impact’s Codes of Best Practices 
in Fair Use

 Columbia University Copyright Advisory Office’s Fair Use 
Checklist

 CC Search
 DO NOT USE: Classroom guidelines

http://www.ala.org/advocacy/copyright-tools
http://librarycopyright.net/resources/digitalslider/
http://librarycopyright.net/resources/fairuse/
http://librarycopyright.net/resources/exemptions/
http://librarycopyright.net/resources/genie/
http://www.cmsimpact.org/fair-use/best-practices
https://copyright.columbia.edu/basics/fair-use/fair-use-checklist.html
https://search.creativecommons.org/
https://www.copyright.com/Services/copyrightoncampus/content/index_class.html


The Best Resources = Ones You 
Make Yourself!

http://lib.guides.umd.edu/ld.php?content_id=15933884
http://lib.guides.umd.edu/ld.php?content_id=15933884


Defining Your Role: What Do You 
[Want To] Know?
 Classes

 CopyrightX
 Copyright for Educators & Librarians

 Conferences
 Kraemer Copyright Conference
 CCUMC

 Blogs
 Scholarly Communications @ Duke by Kevin Smith

 Books
 Copyright Law for Librarians and Educators by Kenneth D. Crews

 Listservs
 Videolib

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Related question: who else do you need to educate? How much education do *they* need? Not smart/fair to ask people to learn things they won’t use (and therefore aren’t likely to retain), but there may be a baseline of knowledge that your staff, administrators, legal counsel (it’s true!) need for you to be able to work with them.

http://copyx.org/
https://www.coursera.org/learn/copyright-for-education
http://www.uccs.edu/library/copyrightworkshop.html
http://www.ccumc.org/blogpost/1054055/Copyright-Matters
http://blogs.library.duke.edu/scholcomm/
http://www.amazon.com/Copyright-Librarians-Educators-Kenneth-Crews/dp/0838910920
http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/MRC/vrtlists.html


Strategies for Presentations: How 
Much Content/Detail?

Image by Pixabay user stevepb. https://pixabay.com/en/kitchen-scale-weighing-baking-
532651. Used according to the terms of a CC0 Public Domain Creative Commons license. 

https://pixabay.com/en/kitchen-scale-weighing-baking-532651
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed.en


Strategies for Presentations: 
Active Learning Exercises

Image by Wikimedia user Splintax. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:IF-THEN-ELSE-
END_flowchart.png#/media/File:IF-THEN-ELSE-END_flowchart.png. Used according to the terms of a CC 
BY-SA 3.0 Creative Commons license. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important to find examples relevant to the work your audience actually will do; if you can’t think of any, this might not be the best opportunity to teach them about copyrightImportant to give your audience the opportunity to make decisions—that’s what copyright is all aboutExample exercises:Case studies = good approach for facultyWhen can I use this song/picture/video in my project? = good exercise for studentsYou receive a takedown notice—what do you do? = another good exercise for studentsMock trial = best way to learn copyright; reserve for in-depth instructionPotential topics:Copyright in the Film Studies/Education/Etc. classroomHow to use Creative Commons licensesDebriefing on one (relevant) aspect of copyright law, such as new DMCA exemptionsDebriefing on recent copyright casesNote: copyright + plagiarism are not the same thing, but the fact that they are often confused for one another represents a golden opportunity

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:IF-THEN-ELSE-END_flowchart.png%23/media/File:IF-THEN-ELSE-END_flowchart.png
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Parking Lot

Image by Pixabay user niekverlaan. https://pixabay.com/en/car-automotive-cars-trade-dealer-718781. Used 
according to the terms of a CC0 Public Domain Creative Commons license. 

https://pixabay.com/en/car-automotive-cars-trade-dealer-718781
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed.en


Questions?

Image by Pixabay user guilaine. https://pixabay.com/en/question-mark-question-mark-423604. Used according to 
the terms of a CC0 Public Domain Creative Commons license.

https://pixabay.com/en/question-mark-question-mark-423604
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed.en


Slides

http://www.slideshare.net/horbal125/teach
ing-copyright-to-faculty-and-students-as-a-
nonlawyer

http://www.slideshare.net/horbal125/teaching-copyright-to-faculty-and-students-as-a-nonlawyer


Contact Info

Andy Horbal
Head of Learning Commons
University of Maryland
1101 McKeldin Library
7649 Library Ln.
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742
(301) 405-9227
ahorbal@umd.edu
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